The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Music presents

UNC Guitar Ensemble Fall Concert
Billy Stewart, director

Sunday, April 21, 2024  5:30 pm  Person Recital Hall

Program

IN C  Terry Riley  (b. 1935)
UNC Guitar Ensemble

Two Days Old  Michael Hedges, arr. Alan Hirsh  (1953-1997)
UNC Guitar Ensemble

The Old Castle  Modest Mussorgsky, arr. Billy Stewart  (1839-1891)
from Pictures at an Exhibition
Hector Aizpurua, Christian Rollison, Julia Holcomb, Mitch Rosen, Ava Shearin
Conducted by Kenneth Stewart

Aria  J.S. Bach  (1685-1750)
from Cantata 208
Jake Beam, Rhys Gilliam, Lucas Jorgensen, Katerina Leedy, Pranav Ram

Zingara  Wenzel Matiegka  (1773-1830)
from Trio in G Major
Megan Norton, flute, Christopher Cooper, viola, Lucas Jorgensen, guitar

Gerudo Valley  Koji Kondo, arr. Sam Griffin and Steven Poissant  (b. 1961)
Rhys Gilliam, Lucas Jorgensen

A Short Trip Home  Edgar Meyer, arr. Billy Stewart  (b. 1960)
Jake Beam, Katerina Leedy

Koyunbaba  Carlo Domeniconi  (b. 1947)
Lucas Jorgensen

Sunburst  Andrew York, arr. Alan Hirsh  (b. 1958)
UNC Guitar Ensemble
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